
Words get used up. It’s a strange phenomenon, but truly, people stop listening to words
or phrases once we have used those words to the point of over-familiarity. We just stop
listening when we’ve heard it all before. Indeed, the one speaking the words stops
thinking about them when the words get so familiar that they become trite. The reason
for this might have something to do with how we sense and think. Anything so
familiar that it no longer catches the attention of our senses, whether our eyes or ears
or palate, doesn’t give our mind the opportunity to consider or reconsider it. We
naturally respond to things that stimulate us. Once they no longer stimulate, we can’t
help but ignore them. Like driving all the way home on an old commute without even
once thinking about the roadway or passing scenery, we just stop thinking about the
familiar even as we follow it.

The concern for persons of faith is that
faith constructs would grow overly
familiar. In Christ, we follow a God
who desires our intimacy. Yet we
shouldn’t be so sure that intimacy
means familiarity. Some things of God,
indeed many things of God, should
remain mysterious to us, arresting us,
causing us to stop, stand in awe, and
perhaps even fall to the knees in

humility. A faith grown so familiar as to no longer catch the devotee’s attention may
be a faith grown cold and in danger of waning. So, don’t let your faith dialogue with
friends or even your own internal musings constantly follow the same words in the
same patterns, without occasionally listening for the Spirit to refresh them. And don’t
employ used-up words when discussing faith with the non-believer. Non-believers
may be without faith because they’ve never heard faith expressed freshly, in ways that
spark their curiosity and attention.


